
need to think again about the f sessions. If we are in ormat and content of conferenc 
wh d earnest about the d f e y owe insist on separate ses . f nee or articulation 
Should we not have many . sions or each of the levels? 
common to all levels? sessions that deal with problems . 

What Articulation of a Secondary 
English Curriculum Means 

By ROGERS E. ONICK 
Edison Junior High School, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

At a national level do we that has resulted . . need to reexamine the in a national 1 separatism and a natio=l secondary f e ementary language arts conf "A great number of English teachers have expressed 
department chai =en? con erence and a conference for er,,,, ftlicl y or private 1 y that the wor 1 d i, too much with them," ~tan C. Purves states in Deciding ~ Future: ~ Forecast £!. 

~ onsibilities £!_ Secondarv Teachers of English,~-

At state and local levels 
at~ention to the teaching of E~ 7~a~ can affiliates do to call 

1000 A.D. "By this they mean not what Wordsworth meant, that 
fife has·. become too materialistic," he continues, "but that 
~ere seem to be too many things in the world that impinge 

This year, in an attempt to t g s from pre-school to college? 
NCTE is offering three modes: rengthen the affiliate network . 
groups of affiliates wh grants to those affiliates or' 
$3000.a year for the'nex~ ~:~e~ropose th~ best way of sp~ndin 
certainly include pla years. Best ways" will g 

b 
. ns to extend serv · . 

mem erships not only to . ices and increase 
elementary schools and senior.high schools but to middle 

upon them as professionals and as people. Not too long ago 
the teaching of English seemed relatively sure: there was 
the language that had rules of grammar and spelling; there 
was writing that had certain boundaries of decency; and 

h there wa~ literature which was enshrined in certain anthologies 
sc ools, or reading lists. Matters of learning theory, of r-ew media, 

of new grammars, of new attitudes towards language, of new 

h 

, community colleges. 

THE SPECTRUM OF DISCOURSE* 

Interior Dialog 

(egocentric speech) 

Vocal Dialog 

(socialized speech) 

Correspondence 
Personal Journal 
Autobiography 
Memoir 

Biography 
Chronicle 
History 

Science 
Metaphysics 

Recording, the 
drama of what 
is happening 

Reporting, the 
narrative of 
what happened 

Generalizing, 
the exposition 
of what happens 

Theorizing, the 
argumentation of 
what will or may 
happen 

PLAYS 

FICTION 

ESSAY 

p 

0 

E 

T 

R 

y 

*James Moffett, Teach{nu ~-=~=~ the Universe f D" Mifflin, 1965. --:...::..=-=-~ 0 iscourse, Houghton 
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modes of composition, none of these had penetrated the 
purview of the English teacher. Nor had there come the 
student -rebellions, the demands for accountability, the 
teacher's sense of being a member of a labor force rather than 
a professional, or the sense that governmental policies in 
foreign and domestic affairs affected the lives and work of 

' English teachers. 

"Given the multiciplicity and fecundity of change and 
given the immensity of the problems that face the world," 
Purves _remarks, "problems ecological, psychological, economic, 
educational, social, political, and the like, the teacher of 
English is even more at a loss than he might have been only 
several years ago. We are in an age in which the present and 
the future rush at us," he points out, "and in which we 
have barely a chance to take stock of where we are. The 
teachrr's decisions become even more frenzied. How is he 

to begin to make those decisions?" 

He is to begin and can begin, I respond, through 
reading research reports published by organizations and 
particularly by the National Council of Teachers of English. 
He is to begin making those decisions by reading the book 
from which I quoted Purves and which was written by Edmund 
J. Farrell, Associate Executive Secretary of Nl.1'E. And the 
teacher is to begin and can begin by accepting the 
opportunity to articulate his subject with others of and not 
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of his profession on a city-wide . 
again facilitated and initiated t~r regional.basis. NCTE has 
cation through encoura in . e ?Pportunity for cornmuni-
bring together English gt g harticulation conferences that 

eac ers and others int t d 
profession to discuss chan es in th . ere7 e in our 
changes in secondary and c~ll ~ English curriculum, or . 
upon other aspects of Englishe~=a~~-ool p~ogram7, or to reflect 
school subject. Through articulat·ing an English as a 
communication and for making tho i~n, .c?an<::es for greater 
But after we have come together s~ e~isions are increased. 
simply coming together and sh ~ ow owe proceed? Is 
sufficient? I . aring classroom strategies 

· s expressing personal · b 
the English curriculum sufficient '? ;~ews a o~t the state of 
and personal opinions really art·. 1 _a sharin~ of strategies 
to speculate about whether or no~c~hation?_ Is it sufficient 
prepare himself for rapid d 1 e Eng~ish teacher can 
individualized instruction e~~mopmen~s: ~ncreased 
input in curriculum planni~g t~~t:r~;ed instruction, student 
upon students' reading needs' gr ~n uence of the media world 
pieces representative of a11' ea er concern for literary 
and greater concentration on ~;~~=c:n~ numerou~ . cultur:s, 
these questions which of s. To begin answering 
curriculum th h ' course, relate to the English 

, ose w o come together mutt 
related question first "Wh t . s . ry to answer another 
secondary English curriculu:?"is meant by articulation of a 

Several approaches can bet k . 
answer this question and . h~ en in a determination to 

. , one w ich makes s I 
convinced, is the need to 1 k ense, am 
ago with the English curri o~ at what was happening decades 
and to view the present t cudum, to speculate about its future 

ren sand impl· t· . • 
Meaning of articulation of an En 1· h ica_ ions of its state, 
discussed adequately if d. _g is curriculum cannot be 
the here and now Much fischussions are limited solely to 

• 0 w owe are now f • as a profession is the di·r t 
1 

as pro essionals and 
ec resu t of our b" t' h . and how we perceive oursel d su Jee s eritage 

distant future. Throu h th;e: an our profession in the 
deduce the meaning of !rticul ~~roacfh chosen ?ere, I hope to 

a ion° an English curriculum. 

Many students in the 1800's and -
tell · early 1900's, history s us, were making low or failing 
were dropping out of high school P grade7 in English and 
investigations and committ • artly in response, various 
with the problems of ada ;~ report~ co~cerned themselves 
changing social demands a~d i:!e!:glis? i~s~ruction to the 
Successive investigations d of individual students. 

an reports reflected the changing 
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conception of the role of English in then modern secondary 
education. 

One of the earliest and best efforts of the past at 
reform of the English curriculum was made by a national 
joint committee on English representing the National Council 
of Teachers of English and the National Education Association. 
James Fleming Hosie was chairman. The report, which was 
published by the United States Bureau of Education in 1917, 
emphasized that the subject matter of English consists 
primarily of activities, not of information. "The relating 
of items of knowledge to the pupil's daily experience," 
decla;red the report, "is far more important than the relating 
of these items to each other in his memory." Parenthetically, 
in this emphasis upon activities and on student experience, 
the Hosie Report was in advance of its time, The Hosie Report 
classified the desired outcomes of English under the headings 
of cultural, vocational, social and ethical values, The trend 
pointing to an integrated curriculum which materialized in 
the late 1940's was anticipated by the Hosie Committee's 

' insistence upon cooperation between the English department 
and the other departments of the secondary school. In 
general, the Hosie Committee may be said to have made an 
enormous step forward in shifting the emphasis of the 
English curriculum from subject-matter mastery to the needs of 
the students. 

In 1926 a committee of NCTE issued a report called The 
~ of English in American Life. It found, after studying 
communication in everyday life, that oral expression 
predominated, and recommended that the schools give increased 
attention to oral expression, The study was supported in 
1928 when statistics revealed that schools were primarily 
emphasizing activities least common in daily living and 
neglecting those which were at that time most common in 
then contemporary America. Subsequent studies, however, 
suggested that the proportion of time devoted to oral and 
written expression and oral (listening) and written (reading) 
understanding was hardly altered by this report. 

A few years later in the early thirties, NCTE organized 
a commission of 100 teachers of English, representing all 
parts of the country, all school levels from kindergarten 
through college, and all phases of the ~nglish program. The 
task was to draft the outline of an English curriculum which 
would be in harmony with the newer educational approaches. 
The commission's report was published in 193€, under the 
title, An Experience Curriculum in English which was later 
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followed by Conducting Experiences in English. 

An Experience Curriculum in English stressed the contin
~ity_o~ growth in language and'reading abilities, rather than 
vpecific grade placement of individual items It placed 
heavy reliance upon actual experience with r;ading and 
language in lifelike situations. It advocated teaching 
grammar directly as an aid in the improvement of an individual 
~tuden~'s speaking and writing, rather than as grammar in 
~solati?n• It.gave i~petus to the free reading movement by 
dvo~ating a wide variety of reading experiences, with 

nonliterary as well as literary materials placing structure 
and enjoyment above factual knowledge and,familiarity with th

e structure of literary types. Its recommendations for 
the English curriculum were bolder than those of the Hosie 
Report, in that they departed further from traditional forms 
and came closer to the lives of students. 

In the sixties, the English curriculum was reassessed to 
establish priorities, to specify the task of the English 
teachers, and to create effective sequential integrated 
programs which balance content and skills Even now 
discussion topics that are widespread amo~g English teachers 
a~d others were present in the sixties: the real or imagined 
differenc~s.made by instructional innovations; the place of 
the humanities.and of reading in a technological age; the 
adv~ntages of interdisciplinary units; the alleged short
c?mings of the traditional curriculum. Contrary to reports 
like ones prepared by the Hosie Committee and the Commission 
of 100, t:1e traditional English curriculum was still accused 
in.the sixties of failing to deal directly with the relation• 
ship between education and life. 

Great consideration in this decade was also given to 
emergi~g.concepts in tl-E teaching of language, literature and 
com~osit~on, ~nd their application in actual programs. 
Nation-wide discussions focused on the importance of linguistic 
insights into the nature of language and of language develop
ment to the content and )organization of instruction in 
langu~ge and language skills. Changes in the concepts and 
t:aching of composition were viewed with emphasis on sequen• 
ti~l programs based on psychological patterns of organization 
which concentrate, first, on the composing ·process itself, 
a
nd 

sec?ndl~, the rhetorical principles of organizing and 
e~pressing ideas. New concepts and teaching models in 
literature were argued, especially those which stressed rich 
and expanding literary experiences as central to educating th

e imagination of the student and to developing lifelong 
reading habits. 
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What does articulation of a secondary English curriculum 
n? It means reassessing and/or reviewing the trends and 

(!lea d h . d. t· ' mplications of past curriculum patterns an t eir irec ions 
• avoid going over covered grounds, and to determine how 
~~st to proceed now; it means reflecting the changes ?f the 

condary and college English programs to try to clarify our 5
~sition now; furthermore, it means to not just shar: infor

pation about what is happening at the school levels inv?lved 
(llnd about what is happening in individual schools within 
a ch level but it also means reaching a consensus about ea . , . 1 t. 
certain aspects of the English curriculum. Articu a ion 

t not merely include and mean an awarene·ss of those reform 
mus . . f • d . t. ements that characterized the forties, fi ties an six ies, 
~:; it must also deal with their failures to place English 
as a school subject and to place the English curriculum in 
the right perspective. 

TI!§. FUTURE 

"A central concern for those engaged in secondary English 
rogra~s and curriculum development" writes Edmund Farrell, 

P,is to help the English teacher anticipate educational change 
and encourage his participation in and contributions to ~he 
direction of that change during his professional career. 
When the English Association of Greater Milwaukee s~onsored 
ne of the two prototypic articulation conferences in 1973, 

~he Conference Planning Committee unanimously agreed that 
some concentration on the future of the English curriculum 
was essential to any discussion of present trends and 
implications. What articulation of an English curriculum 
means bears greatly on the future of that curriculum and how 
knowledgeable English teachers are of future trends and 
·mplic~tions. Let me, therefore, present data which should 
~ring more closely into focus the meaning of articulation 
of an .English curriculum. 

Once again I call on Farrell and his sxtraordinarily 
detailed and informative book Deciding the Future for 
presertting this data. However, let me point out.as ?oes 
Farrell that the generalizations to follow pertain first of 
all to· "effects upon 20%, not 100%,of the educational 
programs or student population of the secondary schools; 
second they are drawn from the forecasts of one panel, not 
all pa~els; and third, they derive their suppor~ ~rom 
speculations that received 40% or higher probability of 
being implemented between 1975 and 1999." 

Generalization 1: The English curriculum will be more 
flexible, its objectives and means of eval•Jation more 
clearly defined, and its emphasis more up0n process than 
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upon content. 

Flexibility in the curr· 1 . 
development of ungraded icu u~ will result from the 
elimination of En lish programs in English: the 
11 and 12, for ex!1nple·a:e:mm~nda~~ry subject in grades 
both small-group and 1 • eac ing which involves 
example; the existencea::e~g~oup instruction, as another 
scheduled elective; and th~nf~pe?dent reading as a 
classes. exible scheduling of 

Behavioral objectives for 
to evaluate according to those English and techniques 
developed. objectives will be 

. Increasingly during the next h" 
will place emphasis on students' 1 t ir~y years teachers 
problem solving rather th earning methods of 
The movement m secondar a;n on. thei:" learning facts• 
oriented" to 11 ! glish will be from "content process-oriented" -
end of the century we will f" dprograms. And by the 
than found now bet;een th i~ a closer relationship 
research and actual p t~ory_ ased upon educational 

rac ice in the English classroom. 

Generalization 2: Student . 
opportunities for individ 1· s ~ill have numerous 
will be able to indi "d ~~ ized ~nstruction. They 
skills through progr:~~~ ~ze their learning of basic 
programs; they will b bl exts and computerized 
reading and writing a: ;li:ito dev~lop skills in 
purpose such as the W ·t· cs designed for this 
the University of w· ri i?g Clinic on the campus of 
1 . isconsin at Madison• th · 11 earning centers which . . , ey wi attend 
individualized inst t~ermit various kinds of 

rue ion• and they . 11 . 
receive tutorial instructi;n . wi i?creasingly 
more capable students. , particularly if they are 

Generalization 3: ~h 
affective and cognitive i e present split between 

, modes of learning will diminish. 

English as a school sub· . 
instrument for clarif . Ject will be stressed as an 
in daily life. ying personal and social experiences 

Generalizati~n 4. L 
broadened in the : language study will be 
1 curricu um and stud t , 

anguage will be b tt . en s use of 
e er appreciated by teachers. 

Based on the responses Farrell 
out that "G received, he poi·nt reater attention will be s given in the 
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curriculum to aspects of language or linguistics not 
widely taught now--the nature and history of language, 
dialects, semantics, phonology, morphology, etymology 
and lexicology, etc. 

Generalization 5: More attention will be paid to 
processes underlying written and oral composition. 

These generalizations as well -as others detailed in 
Farrel's book do stimulate concern and have far-reaching 
implications. Farrell points out, however, that the "fore
casts 'are limited in that they fail to show which of these 
developments as well as which of the developments anticipated 
by participants on panels other than English may have the 
most pronounced influences on the responsibilities and 
behavior of a secondary teacher of English." 

We are told in The Nature of the Curriculum for the 
Eighti'es and Onwards by the Centrefor Educational Res"e;rch 
and Innovation, that in the next decade "More stude·.1ts will 
stay longer at school, consequently students will form a 
larger proportion of the population. Simultaneously the 
rate of social change will accelerate; mass media will become 
more influential; new patterns of authority will emerge and 
leisure time will be extended as the length of the work day 
recedes. 

"The school cannot remain aloof from these developments. 
Teachers, individually and through their professional 
organizations, will wish to redefine their role in face of 
these external pressures and will themselves be affected by 
social changes. The students, who are maturing earlier, ~ill 
wish _ to participate more in decision making." Certainly as 
English educators we cannot afford to disregard the overall 

' developments of these effects upon the English curriculum. 

These high probabilities remind us that "The times they 
are a changing." Change like time is neutral. You have to 
do something with it before it can work, says Samuel G. Sava, 
Ex_ecutive Director of the Institute for Development of 
Educational ·· Activities. And through very serious and thought
ful articulation about what we are about and what the English 
curriculum is/ should be about, we respond to the need for 
doing something. 

We are told that human knowledge doubles e,ery ten years 
or less, and that in many areas of this world every forty 
years. 

We are reminc;ed that twenty-five percent of all the people 
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who ever lived, live today. 

Fifty percent of all the energy consumed by humans 
has been consumed by them in the last 200 years! 

Ninety percent of all the scientists who ever. lived, live today. 

By the year 2000, seventy-five percent of us in this 
country will be concentrated in urban areas. 

And our median life span will approach 80· and beyond. 

Margaret Meade put it this way a decade ago and 
reemphasized it again at the Minneapolis NCTE Convention: "No 
man will ever again die in the same world into which he was born." 

J. Robert Oppenheimer adds: "This world of ours is a new 
world in which the unit of knowledge, the nature of human 
communities, the order of society, the order of ideas, the 
very notions of society, and of culture have changed and will 
not return to what they have been in the past. What is new 
is new not because it has never been there before but 
because it has changed in quality. Our world alters as we 
walk in it." Preparing our students for the future is what 
education is all about, I'm convinced; and articulation of 
an English curriculum must most definitely assess the needs 
of change and . the improvement of present-day trends upon students' future. 

Again, for emphasis, we cannot set ourselves apart from 
education generally; what articulation of an English curricu
lum means for us bears significantly upon what the implica
tions of the future curriculum means for us as teachers and 
people, and for young people. 

Dealing with the meaning of articulation of an English 
curriculum, therefore, must require a sane awareness and 
understanding o,f future probabilities. We are chronologically 
distant from the future and our past but we are net so in 
thought. We are unable to articulate what we are about without 
concerning ourselve~ with what we were yesterday and what we 
may become tomorrow. We are an inseparable part of what we 
were and what we are to become. 

Facts of the past must be weighed carefully and 
judiciously; probabilities of the future must result from 
careful analyses of the present, Articulation, then, must not 
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1 simplified or lacking in incidental, opinionated, over y . 
be . . of secondary education. a panoramic view 

t f the past and projections Several major developmen s ~ • an effort to deduce 
f the future have been presente in dary English curriculum. 0 

f t · lat ion of a secon . 
the meaning o ar icu . 1 t ithout a concentration h h r is incomp e e w The approac, oweve , 
on the present. 

~ PRESENT 

f 1 contend that articulation must 
Of today, I can sa e Y_ d. ·dual students and the th eds of the in ivi b 

bear upon e ne . t Great concern must e 
demands and needs of the socief yth• family International 

h h ging roles o e • ld given tote can . ther lands of our wor . d the present wars in o h 
tensions an . r thinking because t ey are 
will 'need to be present in ou t dents particularly those 
refle.cted in t e anxi 1 flicts interrac.ial an . h ·eties of our s u , . d 

at the college level. Per~?na c~~e unce;tainties of employ
intercultural misunderstan ings,. d the present high rate 

·t· fter graduation an . 
ment opportuni ies a . the lives of students and require 
of unemployment complicate b ·ng to our classrooms. We 
of us all the e:xpe:tise weh~:nth:iEnglish curriculum can help 
must therefore articulate d each some consensus. 
us deal with these concerns an r 

Several questions can be raised at 
ha e the meaning of articula~ion of.an 

:ndphopefully these are questions which 

this time to help 
English curriculum; 
can be articulated: 

Literature 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

d to provide opportunities Is the study of literature planne t insight into the 
, d lopment of grea er 

for the students eve b tter understand himself 
human experience not only to e t with the universality 

• but to connec and his contemporaries 
of ;man? 

nt a sequential balance in 
Do ~e wal·terary types--the novel, 
various i d ther 
drama, essay, biography, an o 

the programs of 
short story, poetry, 
nonfiction? 

. akin be included in the 
To what extent should fi~m ~ · ter!ry communication? curriculum as one form o i 

1 im ortant present and future Can consensus about severa p t of the curriculum be 
ts O f the literature componen aspec 

reached? 
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Reading 

1. 

2. 

How can the a· . rea ing program b 1 literature, composition and e c ~sely correlated with language? 

What reading skill priorities 
make towards attending to the must the English curricul needs of all students? um 

Writing 

If we a ccept or go along with .. 
helps us to know ourselves--ou;ood wr~ting as that which 
our needs, our hopes o f experiences, our wants 
kno t ' ur ears--and t k , wn o others and to kn ° ma e ourselves 
priorities be in develo i~w th~m? what should the 
English curriculum? p g writing competencies in the 

1. 

Language 

1. James E. Miller J book Word Self, dr., pa~t President of NCTE in 

1 

__ , an Reality h . , his new 
anguage as~eans of self: emp asi7es the importance of 

He says that "th t k exploration and self-a· f • d. e as of diving d iscovery 
in ing what really lurks there . eep within oneself and • 

comfortable one but ·t is not an easy nor 
. th , i can be imp t in e discovering of self S _or ant, even definitive 
t? terms with it is the job forti~g t?rough and coming 
finally a job for 1 o a lifetime. And it is 
pe h anguage--the lang . raps, but written langu ~age of introspection 
inchoate feelings can b age, too, in which the flow of , 
and examined• and th e a~rested, clearly delineated 
s k. ' e sorting through ome ind of orderly fashion" . can proceed in 
~hat are its implications fo; d Gi:en t?is definition, 
in the English classroom and ~aling with communication 
reached in viewing 1 , w at consensus can be 
humanizing activity?anguage as a self-actualizing and 

Articulation of an En lish . lon~ overdue arguments ab~ut c~rriculum means settling some 
subJect we call En 1· h various aspects that make up the 
pe h g is • It means · • raps cannot be answered t d raising questions that 
means asking questions that ;aaylordthe next or the next· it 
consensus of who and what y ea to overall general , 
means synthe~izing those t~~ ~re about and are to become It 
helping students, weighi~~ i~~s wed? in the classroom i~ 
grounds and acquired knowled ose things against our back-
then coming up with ge and awareness of theft som a pretty good sou d u ure, 

e aspect of the curriculum. n explanation about 
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"our sharpened concern for preservation of our natural 
1.ovi'rorunents and for the physical conditions with which we 
ti"e," we are told in a statement written by the NCTE Cammi t tee 

011 

the Preparation of Teachers of English; "our increased 

0

~er to communicate quickly and accurately with most other 
:eople on this planet; the expanding population of our world; 
tne increased mobility of our population; the turnover in 
tne population of our schools; our ability to place human 
oeings bn a celestial body, and cameras on those we cannot 
reach with people; our increased power to destroy ourselves-
either 4eliberately or inadvertently; our increased awareness 
of poverty and even starvation throughout the world; our 
illcreased reliance on non-print media for information about 

0

ur world; our increased awareness of minority cultu-res and 
of their claims to recognition; the liberalization of our 
attitudes towards sex; our increased concern for the adequacy 
of supplies of energy to meet our own needs, let alone the 
world's needs--all these are far more urgent subjects of 
discussions among adult citizens and among students." They 
are, I ,add, urgent because they deal with human daC.y exper
iences and because their far-reaching effects on our future 
are great. Certainly in articulating the meaning of an 
English curriculum, how we evaluate compositions and how we 
teach the various literary types should not be given any 
priority. We must arrive at mutual decisions and involve 
ourselves in serious and thoughtful discussions that will 
help us prepare to practice our profession effectively in our 
schools and that will help us to put English in the right 
perspective, which is to deal primarily and directly with the 
daily needs of our youngsters as well as with their future 

needs~ 
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